Made from 100% post-consumer recycled polyester, including 75% SEAQUAL fiber, in 27 colorways

Quest

Waste made wonderful
Created with a conscience, Quest is a
continuation of our partnership with the
SEAQUAL Initiative to combat marine plastic
pollution. Waste made wonderful, this lightly
textured textile is woven entirely from postconsumer recycled plastic - transforming
this most resilient of materials into a fabric as
fluid as the waves by which it was inspired,
and which it seeks to save. With a balanced
hopsack weave enhanced by discat-dyed
SEAQUAL yarn, Quest brings a touch of the
ocean’s natural beauty to commercial interiors.

A multi-application textile
Simple in its aesthetic, Quest has been
impeccably colored to create a subtle twotone weave detail - with a softly blended
coloration and striated weft, this visual
detail is understated, yet casually elegant.
Acoustically transparent, fluid in drape and
light in weight, this versatile textile is perfect for
use on both upholstery and vertical surfaces.

www.camirafabrics.com

Shades of the ocean
Capturing the depth and breadth of the
seasonal shorescape, each of the 27
colorways has been as carefully considered
as an artist’s paint stroke. From the sparkling
blue of a summer’s sea and fresh green of
springtime flora to the golden ochre of an
autumn sun’s rays and cold grey of a winter’s
beachside cliff, the Quest shade selection
is filled with evocative, authentic color.
Inspired by Quest, contemporary coastal
painter Maggie Cochran has created a
custom piece of art which pays homage
to the fabric’s palette - capturing its
redolent, authentic color on canvas.

Taking back to give back
Contributing to reducing marine plastic pollution
in a tangible way, each yard of Quest contains
the equivalent of 23 plastic bottles. To further
assist in the fight against plastic waste, we
make a give-back donation directly to the
SEAQUAL Initiative for every yard of fabric sold
to support their work in cleaning our oceans.

At a glance
• W
 oven entirely from recycled
plastic waste, taken from
both land and sea
• Includes 75% SEAQUAL yarn
• Available in 27 colorways
• Subtle, two-tone weave detail
• A
 multi-application and acoustically
transparent fabric, suitable for
upholstery and vertical surfaces

